Congressmen Put to Rout by the Truths of Socialism

A Brisk Half Hour in the House When Giants of Old Parties Go Down Under Victor L. Berger's Mercy Logic and Masterly Repartees

The Metropolitan Magazine for August Presents Sketches of Delegates to the Recent Socialist Convention at Indianapolis, from Among Which We Select the Above

News from the National Campaign

WASHINGTON, D.C. — The political atmosphere was thick with the smoke of electioneering近日 as Representative Merriam, the Democratic candidate for the Senate seat, made a stump speech in front of a large crowd. The incumbent, Senator Wilson, was widely expected to face a strong challenge from Merriam, who had recently switched parties. The race between the two had become a heated contest, with both candidates assailing each other's policies and record. The atmosphere was charged with anticipation as the voters prepared to make their choices in the upcoming election.
Our Corrupt Class Courts in a "People's Land"

In Self-Defense—Morris Hillquit Discusses Barnes Case

The Mecca of Socialist and Union Labor Activity

Principles and Platform of of American Social-Democracy

The Mecca of Socialist and Union Labor Activity

Hanford Resigned to Protect Higher-Ups

SEATTLE, Washington—Despite the statements of Federal Judge Hanford that many attorneys were seeking to nullify his resignation, the charge that he resigned in order to avoid a House investigation was supported by Representative Franklin D. Roosevelt, who said the action was defensive.

Roosevelt said the Department of Justice had suggested the resignation, and that he had written to the attorney general to express his opinion that Hanford had acted under duress.

FBI's Propaganda Methods

The Federal Bureau of Investigation, known for its propaganda methods, is now being attacked by those who charge that it is using brutality and threats to silence its critics.

The FBI, under the direction of J. Edgar Hoover, has been accused of using illegal means to suppress political opposition. Hoover has denied these charges, saying the bureau is simply doing its job.

Nonpartisans in League with Street Railway

Mr. and Mrs. George E. Johnson of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, have organized a nonpartisan league in support of street car rates. The league is a new group formed to fight against the increase in the price of street car fare.

More Senator Dake Stories

Harry and His Dog Jim

Harry, a young man from Milwaukee, has a dog named Jim. Jim is a small, scruffy little dog, but Harry loves him very much. He takes Jim everywhere with him and they are a constant source of amusement to passers-by.

For Sale

Comrade has $2000 to spend on the People's Co-op.-The Comrade in the Reilly Co-op, which he wants to sell because he cannot keep up with the payments, is willing to sell for $2000.

Have you read "The Truth About Milwaukee"? The book is available at the local library.

For Fifty Cents Each and 7 Cents Postage

Edward F. Ayers

Edward F. Ayers, a well-known social scientist, has written a new book titled "The Progress of Ideas." The book is available for $5.00 each, and 7 cents postage.

SOLD

"OUR YOUNG FOLKS"
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The Social-Democratic Position

By ALLAN L. BERNSTEIN

To be continued...
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In Self-Defense

The Builders' Column

The Builders' Column
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